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ABSTRACT
Influential environmental factors on distribution patterns of Antarctic minke whales at small scale (30n.miles segment) in the Ross Sea in austral summer were examined based on Kaiyo Maru-JARPA joint survey data using the generalized additive model (GAM). The joint survey was designed as a multi-disciplinary study combing surveys on cetacean, krill and oceanography. Relationship between distribution patterns of krill and the environmental factors was also studied. Three abiotic factors, distance from physical boundary (combination of coast, ice edge and shelf ice lines), integrated temperature and salinity mean from surface to 200m (ITEM-200 and ISAM-200) as well as latitude and longitude were used as covariates in the study. Distribution pattern of krill was described by ITEM-200 and ISAM-200 as well as latitude and longitude. Distributions of mean krill density increased at the salinity values higher than 34.5. The results indicated that krill distribution could be related to the presence of Modified Circumpolar Deep Water (MCDW). Distributions of Antarctic minke whale schools were explained by density of krill and ISAM-200 as well as latitude and longitude. In contrast to krill, the distributions of Antarctic minke whales increased at the salinity values lower than 34.4. The presence of Antarctic minke whales could be related to Antarctic Surface Water (AASW). The peak of the number of schools of Antarctic minke whales was observed around the 1g/m² of krill density and it levelled off toward both lower and higher densities of krill. It can be hypothesized, at the scale of this study, that Antarctic minke whales could be not directly searching krill aggregations but following the retreating sea ice (low salinity water) where the occurrence of moderate density of krill could be found in high probability. It is promising that distribution patterns of baleen whales in relation to environmental factors can be related if good data set from a multi-disciplinary study like Kaiyo Maru-JARPA joint survey is available. However modelling techniques applied to this study was preliminary and much improvement is necessary.

INTRODUCTION
Dismantling the mechanism of distribution patterns of baleen whales in the highly changing marine environment is interesting and important study from the pure and applied ecological science perspective. Interests from the applied ecology perspective are three folds. First, it is important to know how distribution pattern and abundance of baleen whales at the proximate level (e.g. snap shot type sighting survey) are affected by the abiotic and biotic environmental factors and the magnitudes of the effect should be quantified. Secondary, how the change in distribution patterns would affect the stock structure of baleen whales. Finally, how cumulating environmental changes at proximate level would ultimately affect the population dynamics of baleen whales at long time...
scales (e.g. Leaper et al., 2006). Classically, such environment-whale relationship in the Antarctic were studied using descriptive technique such as overlay mapping (Ichii, 1990; Matsuoka et al., 2003; Murase et al., 2002) and correlation analysis (Kasamatsu et al., 2000). Recently, Generalized Additive Model (GAM) based environment-whale modeling technique was developed for data collected in line transect survey (Hedley et al., 1999; 2004). The technique was applied to a multi-disciplinary ecological study in the Western Antarctic Peninsula Region (Friedlaender et al., 2006). Applications of such modeling techniques have been wide spreading worldwide at various spatiotemporal scales but it is still in developing stage (Redfern et al., 2006 for review).

The Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) has been conducted during the austral summer every year since the 1987/1988 season. One of the primary objectives of the JARPA is “Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem through the study of whale feeding ecology”. The JARPA interim review meeting took place in May, 1997. In the meeting, it was pointed out that concurrent studies on the distribution and abundance of prey species was required to achieve the objective. In addition, it was also pointed out that process oriented studies would be useful which integrated information from physical and biological oceanography with zooplankton and predator studies at meso-scale. In response to those suggestions, a multi-disciplinary study combining surveys on cetacean, krill and oceanography was conducted in the Ross Sea in 2005 involving six research vessels. There was no expectation to investigate environment-whale relationship at small spatial scale using statistical modelling at the time of the JARPA interim meeting but newly developed modelling techniques allow us to test scaling effect on cetacean ecology using data collected in line transect survey. In this paper, effect of oceanographic conditions and presence of krill on distribution patterns of Antarctic minke whales (*Balaenoptera bonaerensis*) was examined at small spatial scale (approximately 3 by 30n.miles grid) using data from Kaiyo Maru-JARPA joint survey conducted in the Ross Sea in austral summer in 2005.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cetacean survey data**

A sighting survey vessel, *Kyoshin Maru No. 2* (KS2, 368 GT) was engaged in the sighting survey of cetaceans in the Ross Sea (south of 69°S and approximately between 165°E and 155°W). Zigzag tracklines were constructed within the survey area. The starting points of tracklines were selected randomly. The sighting survey was conducted during daylight hours. The nominal steaming speed of SV on the tracklines was 10 knot. Three and two primary observers were in the top barrel and upper bridge, respectively. Principally, KS2 conducted the survey for 8 hours per day by Passing Mode and for 4 hours per day by Closing Mode in alternative manner. When the sightings during Closing Mode (primary sightings) were thought to be Antarctic minke whales, KS2 approaching to primary sightings to confirm species as well as the number of individuals in the schools. Sightings during approaching to primary sightings were secondary sightings and those were not included in this analysis. All sightings were passed in Passing Mode and treated as primary sightings. Sightings with estimated perpendicular distances more than 1.5n.miles were excluded in the analysis as in Branch and Butterworth (2001). The effective search half widths (*esw*) were estimated using a hazard-rate-model with no adjustment term. It was assumed that probability of detection of whales on the trackline is 1 (g(0)=1). Confrimed school size sighted during Closing Mode was used to estimate the mean school size (*E(s)*) according to the method described in Branch and Butterworth (2001). Details of estimation methods of *esw* and *E(s)* were descried in Hakamada et al. (2006). Estimated *esw* for Closing and Passing Mode was 0.609 and 0.766, respectively. Estimated *E(s)* was 1.673.
Krill density data
Details of the survey and the analysis methods for the estimation of krill biomass density were described in Murase et al. (2006). A quantitative echo sounder (Simrad EK500, Norway) with software version 5.30 on board the KS2 was used to collect data for the analysis. Data collected at 120 kHz were used. The data were not used in the analysis when the vessels deviated from the trackline such as during cetacean species confirmation. Distribution patterns and length frequency information for two species were collected from RMT and stomach contents of Antarctic minke whale. All data were analyzed using Echoview version 3.00 (SonarData, Australia). Echo from euphausiid was discriminated from other backscattering by taking the difference between the mean volume backscattering strength (AMVBS) of 120 and 38 kHz. ΔMVBS falling between 2 and 16 dB was classified as krill (Hewitt et al., 2004). Mean biomass density (ρ, g/m²) for every 30 n.mile of survey transect from 10 to 250m was used in this study.

Oceanographic observations
Oceanographic observations were conducted in the survey area by Kaiyo Maru (KM, 2630 GT) and KS2 to calculate Integrated TEMperature Mean water depth from surface to 200m (ITEM-200). Initial idea of ITEM-200 was derived from Naganobu and Hirano (1982, 1986). They suggested that an integrated water temperature from 0 to 200m (Q200) could be used as an index of distribution patterns of Antarctic krill. The index expresses not only absolute value but also gradient of temperature reflecting seasonal change in surface layer. Recently, ITEM-200 was used as an indicator of macrzooplankton community in the Antarctic (Hosie et al., 2000). In addition to ITEM-200, Integrated SAlinity Mean water depth from surface to 200m (ISAM-200) was caluculated as an indicator of water mass in the Ross Sea. ITEM-200 and ISAM-200 were extrapolated horizontally using kriging methods using a software, Surfer 8 (Golden Software Inc. 2002). Grid resolution for kriging was set as 30 by 30 n.miles. To get equidistance grid, geological reference data were converted to the equidistant cylindrical projection assuming that the equator was at 77°S and 180°. KM and KS2 recorded water temperature and salinity profiles using Conductivity-Temperature-Depth profiler (CTD, SBE-9-Plus (KM) and SBE-19 (KS2), Seabird, USA) and expendable CTD (XCTD, Tsurumi Seiki Co., Japan). KM conducted oceanographic observations south of 60°S so that overall oceanographic conditions surrounding the Ross Sea could be observed. CTD casts were conducted at 15 and 34 stations (total=49 stations) by KS2 and KM, respectively. XCTD casts were conducted at 21 and 71 stations (total=92 stations) by KS2 and KM, respectively.

Other covariates
Distance from the physical boundary (a combination of coast, ice shelf and sea ice edge lines) was used as a covariate for the analysis. In addition, latitude and longitude were used as covariates.

Spatial modeling
Two spatial models were considered in this study. First, the effect of environmental factors on the distribution patterns of krill was modeled using GAM with a normal error distribution. Mean krill density in each 30 n.miles segment was estimated as;

$$\ln(\rho_i + 0.01) = \theta_0 + \sum_k f_k(z_{ik}) + \epsilon_i$$

where

- $\rho_i$ : mean krill biomass density (g/m²) in the $i$-th segment with 30 n.mile length
- $\theta_0$ : an intercept
- $f_k$ : nonparametric smooths of explanatory variables
\( z_{ik} \): the value of the \( k \)-th covariate in the \( i \)-th segment

\( \epsilon_i \): an error term normally distributed

Here, a correction factor, 0.01, was used for the mean krill density because some of density took value of 0. Environmental covariates, original latitude, longitude (Original.Long, Original.Lat), distance from physical boundary (DistIce), ITEM-200 (Water.temp.Aveg.200m) and ISAM-200 (PSU.aveg.200m) were used for the initial model for krill distribution. A total of 5 terms in the parentheses were names used in the model. Same segments as sighting data were used in the model. Methods of transect segmentation were described below. Segments with no survey effort distance were omitted in the analysis.

Secondary, the effect of environmental factors on the distribution patterns of Antarctic minke whales schools was modeled. We used counts of schools in a segment as objective variables rather than abundance estimates themselves. In the GAM-based spatial model, shorter sighting effort distance in a segment is problematic for the model fitting because it could result in higher abundance estimates in the segment. In this analysis, each transects was divided into 30n.mile equidistance segments and the sighting effort data were pooled in each segment. By this way, Closing Mode data could be used in analysis instead of using only Passing Mode data because it could avoid short effort distance in a segment. Segments with no sighting effort distance were omitted in the analysis. The number of school of Antarctic minke whales in each segment was estimated as:

\[
\log E(n_i) = \ln(a_i) + \theta_0 + \sum_k f_k(z_{ik})
\]

where

\( n_i \) = the number of school in the \( i \)-th segment

\( a_i \) = the offset variable (the area of the \( i \)-th segment calculated as 2 times \( esw \) times sighting effort distance)

\( \theta_0 \) = an intercept

\( f_k \) = nonparametric smooths of explanatory variables

\( z_{ik} \) = the value of the \( k \)-th covariate for the \( i \)-th segment

Environmental covariates, original latitude, longitude (Original.Long, Original.Lat), mean krill density (mean.dens.kr.ln.001), distance from physical boundary (DistIce), ITEM-200 and ISAM-200 were used for the initial model. Terms in the parentheses were names used in the model. We assumed a Poisson distribution with overdispersion for the distribution of counts.

For both models, smoothness parameters were estimated with the generalized cross-validation (GCV). Model selection was also conducted using GCV scores. For this analyses, “mgcv” package (version 1.30-21) of R software (R Development Core Team, 2006) was employed.

RESULTS

GAM-based spatial models considered in this study and their GCV scores were summarize in Table 1. Initial model including latitude, longitude, distance from physical boundary, ITEM-200 and ISAM-200 had lowest GCV value (3.566) to predict mean krill density. Other two models either considering only latitude and longitude or environmental factors had higher GCV scores (4.3412 and 4.7648). The results suggested that combination of geological reference and environmental factors well described the distribution pattern of krill in the Ross Sea. General shapes of the functional forms for covariates were same for three models to predict mean krill density (Figs. 1-3). Two peaks in latitude (76-78°S and 70-72°S) suggested habitat segregation of two krill species, ice (Euphausia cryttalorophia) and Antarctic krill (E. superba). Southern peak was related to the
distribution of ice krill while northern peak was related to the distribution of Antarctic krill. Longitudinal distribution of krill was centered between 180° and 170°W. Mean krill density increased as ITEM-200 decreased. Mean krill density increased as ISAM-200 increased. Abrupt increase of mean krill density was observed at the salinity values higher than 34.5.

The model including interaction term of latitude and longitude, mean krill density and ISAM-200 had lowest GCV value (1.2765). General shapes of the functional forms for covariates were same between the selected model and the initial model (Figs. 4-5). Relationship between distribution of krill and Antarctic minke whales was not constant manner. Peak of the distribution of Antarctic minke whales were observed around the mean krill density of 1.0g/m² and it levelled off toward both low and high mean krill density sides. Then the distribution of Antarctic minke whales increased toward mean krill density 0g/m². In contrast to krill, the distributions of Antarctic minke whales increased at the salinity values lower than 34.4. The distributions of Antarctic minke whales were high in north central part of the Ross Sea.

DISCUSSION
Though the distribution pattern of Antarctic minke whales was partially explained by the presence of krill, the response was not monotonic increase with the increase of krill. Non linear relationship between the distribution of Antarctic minke and humpback whales, and acoustic volume backscattering levels as an index of presence of krill were reported in the Western Antarctic Peninsula Region in austral autumn (Friendlaender et al., 2006). In the Western Antarctic Peninsula Region in austral autumn, the distribution of Antarctic minke and humpback whales, and krill were increased and then stabilizing at Plateau. In contrast, the distribution of Antarctic minke whales was leveled off beyond the certain level of mean krill density in this study. Results from Friendlaender et al., (2006) and this study suggested that certain type of thresholding foraging behavior was existing as reported by Piatt and Methven (1992). Piatt and Methven (1992) reported that no minke whales were observed until capelin school density reached certain level in Witless Bay, Canada. The shape of the functional form for mean krill density in this study was different from the result in the Western Antarctic Peninsula Region. Few high mean krill densities were observed in the Ross Sea in 2005. Because of low encounter rate of high mean krill density, the distributions of Antarctic minke whales could decrease beyond the certain level of mean krill density in this study.

Though ISAM-200 was selected as an explanatory variable to predict krill and Antarctic minke whale distribution, responses were different between them. Distributions of krill increased at the salinity values higher than 34.5 whereas distribution of Antarctic minke whales increased at the salinity values lower than 34.4. There are 5 major water masses in the Ross Sea according to Jacobs and Giulivi (1999) and Russo (2000) and their characteristics were summarized in Table 2. The salinity values higher than 34.5 could be related to presence of Modified Circumpolar Deep Water (MCDW). It was reported that distribution of krill was associated with the presence of MCDW in the Ross Sea (Sala et al., 2002) and in the Western Antarctic Peninsula Region (Lawson et al, 2004). Although few clear relationship between environmental factors and krill have been demonstrated (Sigel, 2005), association between MCDW and krill in embayed area of the Antarctic could be existed. The salinity values lower than 34.4 could be related to the presence of Antarctic Surface Water (AASW). AASW is associated with presence of melting water of sea ice. The results suggested that Antarctic minke whales could be not searching high density area of krill but simply follow the retreating ice edge where probability of encounter rate to optimal krill density could be high. Such hypothesis should be tested using moving behavior of Antarctic minke whales. Satellite tag was attached to common minke whales (B. acutorostrata) in the North Atlantic to monitor their movement (Heide-Jorgensen et al, 2001). Study of movement of Antarctic minke whales should be conducted using satellite tag in the future study. The results of this study indicated that ISAM-200 could be used as an index of presence of certain types of water masses but actual relationship between ISAM-200 and water masses should be investigated in the future study.
This preliminarily modelling work revealed that spatial modelling can be applied to study of environment-baleen whale relationship as well as environment-krill relationship. Several points, however, should be improved in the future study. In this study, only the number of schools of Antarctic minke whales was considered. More individuals of Antarctic whales may concentrate around the certain level of mean krill density. Therefore, direct analysis for the number of individuals or two-stage analysis (spatial distribution of whales school and school size) would be employed in the future analysis. Such a two-stage distribution can also be applied to the analysis for krill density. Mean krill density of 0 g/m$^2$ was recorded in some segments. To handle this, we used an ad-hoc way that a small value was added to the density. However, two-stage models such as delta-lognormal may be promising and therefore be considered in the future. Because geological feature was complex in the Ross Sea, handling of data around edge of the study area should be considered in the future study.

The results of this study indicated distribution patterns of baleen whales in relation to environmental factors can be related if good data set from a multi-disciplinary study like *Kaiyo Maru*-JARPA joint survey is available. Spatial modelling at global scale to map the distribution of marine mammals was attempted in recent year (Kaschner et al, 2006) but the model overlooked the small local scale processes. More local specific study of environment-baleen whale relationship should be conducted to construct accurate large scale spatial model.
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Table 1. GAM based models considered in this study: (a) models for mean krill density and (b) models for number of school of Antarctic minke whale. Initial model was marked with “*”.

(a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>GCV Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* mean.dens.kr.ln.001~s(Original.Lat)+s(Original.Long)+s(DistIce)+s(Water.temp.Ave.200m)+s(PSU.ave.200m)</td>
<td>3.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean.dens.kr.ln.001~s(Original.Lat)+s(Original.Long)</td>
<td>4.3412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean.dens.kr.ln.001~s(DistIce)+s(Water.temp.Ave.200m)+s(PSU.ave.200m)</td>
<td>4.7648</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>GCV Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* SumAllSchool~offset(log(2<em>esw</em>Effort.dist))+s(Original.Lat)+s(Original.Long)+s(mean.dens.kr.ln.001)+s(DistIce)+s(Water.temp.Ave.200m)+s(PSU.ave.200m)</td>
<td>1.2842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SumAllSchool~offset(log(2<em>esw</em>Effort.dist))+s(Original.Long,Original.Lat)+s(mean.dens.kr.ln.001)+s(PSU.ave.200m)</td>
<td>1.2765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Mass</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Potential Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Salinity (PSU)</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Main location in the Ross Sea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Salinity Shelf Water</td>
<td>HSSW</td>
<td>&lt;-1.91</td>
<td>34.6&lt;</td>
<td>100&lt;</td>
<td>Subsurface western sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Salinity Shelf Water</td>
<td>LSSW</td>
<td>-1.8~1.5</td>
<td>34.4~34.6</td>
<td>100&lt;</td>
<td>Subsurface eastern sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Shelf Water</td>
<td>ISW</td>
<td>&lt;-1.92</td>
<td>34.6&lt;</td>
<td>50&lt;</td>
<td>West-central and Southwestern sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Circumpolar Deep Water</td>
<td>MCDW</td>
<td>-1.5~1.0</td>
<td>34.4~34.6</td>
<td>100~400</td>
<td>Near the continental shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Warm Core)</td>
<td>(WMCO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctic Surface Water</td>
<td>AASW</td>
<td>-1.9~2.0</td>
<td>&lt;34.5</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>Whole area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ross Sea Surface Water)</td>
<td>(RSSW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Shapes of the functional forms for covariates to model the distribution pattern of krill. All covariates considered in this study were shown.
Fig. 2. Shapes of the functional forms for covariates to model the distribution pattern of krill. The result of model only including latitude and longitude was shown.
Fig. 3. Shapes of the functional forms for covariates to model the distribution pattern of krill. The result of model only including environmental factors was shown.
Fig. 4. Shapes of the functional forms for covariates to model the distribution pattern of Antarctic minke whales. All covariates considered in this study were shown.
Fig. 5. Shapes of the functional forms for covariates selected to predict the distribution pattern of Antarctic minke whales.